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sense should be added others, notably the opening verse of Book iv, 
gravi saucia cura, and quite probably 332, obnixus curam sub corde 
premebat, which Dryden renders "nor suffered love to rise" (cf. Servius). 
Mr. DeWitt takes no account of the tacrimae inanes of 449, which 
Henry and Glover refer to Aeneas, and which must have an important 
bearing on the feelings entertained by Aeneas toward Dido. In any 
case, as Mr. DeWitt admits, "Aeneas was prone to tears." 

Aside from the error (as we view it) of supposing that a great poet, 
who has shown such dramatic power in the portrayal of Dido, would be 
unwilling or unable to rescue his hero from positive discredit, we can 
point to very few demerits in this interesting study. We find a few mis- 
prints: aspectata (p. 29) should be aspectat; " with his own hands" 
(p. 34) should be "with her own hands;" the first letter of "eclogues" 
(p. 40) should be capitalized, and "Resus" (p. 45 and elsewhere) should 
be "Rhesus." Why does the writer speak generally of "Mr. Glover" 
and "Heinze," but occasionally of "Glover" (p. 34) and "Mr. Heinze" 
(p. 29)? H. R. FAIRCLOUGH 

STANFORD UNIVERSITY 

Die ficoronische Cista. Von FRIEDRICH BEHN. Leipzig: B. G. 

Teubner, 1907. Pp. 80 and 2 plates. M. 3. 

The Ficoroni cista, one of the most admirable works of ancient classi- 
cal art, has not for half a century been made the subject of a special pub- 
lication. Hence this Rostock dissertation, dealing with every feature of 
the cista in the light of the newest discoveries and speculations, deserves 
a cordial welcome. 

On epigraphical grounds the author assigns the cista to the period 
400-380 B. c. -a determination more precise than the scanty evidence 
warrants. The largest amount of space (pp. 24-70) is naturally devoted 
to the principal engraved design. Here, developing a view previously 
advanced by Professors Robert and Furtwiingler, Dr. Behn argues that 
the design is derived, not immediately, but by way of Tarentum, and 
with some omissions and modifications, from a mural painting of Polyg- 
notan period and style, probably one by Micon in the Temple of the 
Dioscuri at Athens. In my opinion the author has much too lax a stand- 
ard as to what constitutes identity or essential resemblance between two 
designs. Thus the vase-painting which he cites (p. 61) as the first of 
several repetitions of the central group on the cista appears to me to 
have no demonstrable connection with the composition in question. 
Nevertheless the theory which he defends is plausible and may be true; 
and at any rate he shows a wide acquaintance with extant monuments 
and the relevant literature and strews his path with valuable detailed 
observations. F. B. TARBELL 
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